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ast year’s newsletter featured “Writers in the Family” and attempted to give a brief synopsis of Thou-
ron Alumni who have made writing their principal profession. Fearful that I might miss someone on 
the list, I asked alumni who felt that I had overlooked their accomplishments as a writer to step 

forward to let me know of their work. Michael Levin, American, 1964, responded to my invitation to 
self-identity.  Scroll down below Michael’s note to me to see his musings about his two years at Oxford as  a 
a Thouron Fellow, and another article of his, also written for the Pennyslvania Gazette, about his reunion at 
Oxford 21 years later .   — Rachel
 

L

“I hesitate to call myself an “author” any more than a “poet” or “playwright,” though “writer” looks 
to fit. I’ve been writing professionally most of my adult life while disguised as a lawyer, renewable-
energy financier and solar energy developer. My credits run the gamut from lit-crit articles; op-eds; 
cover, feature & other pieces in the Pennsylvania Gazette, Harvard Magazine or other periodicals 
(including “Tiger and Sam,” a tribute in a previous Newsletter); through many law and 
environmental-policy articles; to credits (as production secretary and shadow dramaturg) for the 
stage and screen versions of Doctor Faustus starring Richard Burton & Elizabeth Taylor and 
published poems beginning in 1976. These have received several freelance journalism and poetry 
awards. My debut poetry collection, Watered Colors (Poetica) was released earlier this year to kind 
reviews. My muse (Nora Jean Levin, CW ’65, GA ’66) and I are near the finish line of a long 
nonfiction book based on personally-collected oral histories spanning 1900-1940 in Poland, 
Germany, Bessarabia and Mandate Palestine, which started as a novel and became something quite 
different. (See “Work in Progress” in the Sept/Oct ‘14 Gazette.) We’re working with an L.A. 
playwright to turn some of that into plays.” 

You can find more at www.michaellevinpoetry.com.

From Michael: 


























